
Prevent Summer 
Brain Drain

Reading/ELA Tips
★ Make sure your student reads for at least 20 minutes each 

day. Make a competition out of the reading logs with 
siblings or within the entire family!

○ Make sure to select a “just right” book for your student. Have 
your student open to a page with a good amount of words on 
it. As they begin reading it out loud to you, have them put up 
a finger for each word in that section they do not know or can 
not pronounce. After 4 or 5 fingers are up (on that one page), 
the text may be too hard for them.

★ Read to your student. Change your voice as characters in 
the story change. This reminds them of what a good reader 
does :-)

★ Play reading based games! Here are a few examples: 
○ I Spy- with words or letters
○ Apples to Apples- builds vocabulary
○ Various websites/apps

★ Have them WRITE! 
○ A great website to visit is 

https://tinyurl.com/y823e9t2.  This is a website 
with writing prompts for every day of June and all 
other months!

Math Tips

★ Visit www.bedtimemath.org.  This is an excellent website 
that will send you a daily “bedtime” math problem either 
via email or by their FREE app (Android or Apple). There are 
three levels of questions to select from. 

★ Instead of watching videos/music on Youtube, try 
searching math facts songs for addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or counting by 1’s/2’s/5’s/10’s. 

★ Involve students in cooking and baking in the kitchen. 
Cooking is a great real world way to practice math, 
addition, fractions, measurements, and much more!

★ Check out a math game packet from the Parent Resource 
Room at Jackson Road! The games are grade level specific, 
colorful, and come with instructions and all game pieces 
needed! This year, you can also visit 
https://tinyurl.com/JREMathGames in place of checking 
out packets!

★ Pull out Monopoly! What a great way to practice so many 
math skills!
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